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Conclusions
We present a simple system for monitoring and controlling pressure and temperature conditions within rapid

quench cold-seal pressure vessel apparatus. The system is documented in an accompanying technical report

that allows future users to understand the logic behind each piece of the virtual instrument.

One additional feature of the program provides constant error handling, which automatically sends an email to

users in the event of an experimental failure.

This program was designed to be scalable through the use of a Master-Slave State-Machine design pattern.

With this design, new features can be added easily without compromising current functionality or efficiency.
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Abstract
Rapid-quench cold-seal pressure vessels are ideal for conducting experiments at 

conditions relevant to the Earth's upper crust Rapid quenches are achieved by 

lowering the experimental charge from a hot vessel (placed inside a furnace) into 

an underlying cold vessel through the use of a magnetically levitated elevator 

rod. At run conditions, the cold portion of the apparatus contains a significant 

fraction of the fluid pressure medium, such that small changes in the ambient 

temperature around the cold vessel can leverage large changes in the internal 

pressure of the fixed-volume system. We employ LabVIEW software to monitor, 

record, and control, for the first time in cold-seal apparatus, both pressure and 

temperature by applying small temperature adjustments to heating tape wrapped 

around the cold vessels. A PID algorithm is used to vary the voltage 

appropriately. The heating tape is controlled using a NI-9174 cDAQ (Compact 

Data Acquisition) and a digital module. Through pulse-width modulation 

generated by a LabVIEW virtual instrument, the experimental vessels can ramp 

to and hold desired pressures and/or temperatures for prescribed cycles. When 

errors occur in the program, the user is contacted via email automatically.

Hardware Design
Designed to operate at high temperatures and pressures, rapid-quench cold-seal vessels are used to 

simulate the environmental conditions of the Earth’s crust (Ihinger, 1992; Wipperfurth et al., 2014). The 

cold-seal apparatus consists of a two-part pressure vessel connected to pressure line filled with water or 

inert gas.  The upper ‘hot bomb’ is inserted into a resistance furnace that can achieve temperatures to 

1000 °C.  Type-K thermocouples are used to monitor and control the temperature near the sample 

charge.  The lower ‘cold bomb’ sits at ambient temperature and provides a reservoir for immersing the 

sample charge to achieve a rapid quench while maintaining run pressure.  Heating tape, which is 

controlled using a relay, is wrapped around the cold bomb.  Because the internal volume of the vessel is 

fixed during a run, small changes in the temperature of the cold bomb leverage large changes in internal 

pressure.  Internal pressures are monitored using a Bourdon tube, and precise control of pressure is 

easily achieved through interfacing with a computer using National Instruments Hardware and LabView 

software.  Our set-up allows for accurate, controlled ramping of experimental run pressures.

• Master/Slave design pattern using notifiers

to transfer data between loops

• Standard State Machine located within 

Master Loop to provide scalability

• Eight PID algorithms calculating setpoints

for each pressure vessel

• Ramping function to raise and lower pressure 

at a desired rate

• Data logging at user specified interval

• Data displayed on graph at user specified interval

• Email function informs researchers in event 

of malfunction

• Change settings window allows for modifying settings

• Password encryption for modifying settings

• Data logged as an excel file

Software DesignMotivation
• Cold-seal pressure vessels are the preferred 

experimental apparatus for simulating 

conditions of shallow magma chambers and 

regional metamorphic terrains.  

• Monitoring P and T throughout experiments 

lasting weeks to months, coupled with remote 

monitoring and error messaging, is desired.

• Instituting prescribed cycles of P and T in cold 

seal apparatus, especially in applications of 

bubble nucleation and growth, is desired.
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